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Abstract— With the prevailing development of Cyber-physicalsocial systems and Internet of Things, large-scale data have been
collected consistently. Mining large data effectively and efficiently
becomes increasingly important to promote the development and
improve the service quality of these applications. Clustering,
a popular data mining technique, aims to identify underlying
patterns hidden in the data. Most clustering methods assume
the static data, thus they are unfavorable for analyzing large,
unbalanced dynamic data. In this paper, to address this concern,
we focus on incremental clustering by extending the novel
[clustering by fast search (CFS) and find of density peaks] method
to incrementally handle large-scale dynamic data. Specifically,
we first discuss two challenges, i.e., assignment of new arriving
objects and dynamic adjustment of clusters, in incremental
CFS (ICFS) clustering. We then propose two ICFS clustering
algorithms, ICFS with multiple representatives (ICFSMR) and
the enhanced ICFSMR (E_ICFSMR) to tackle the two challenges.
In ICFSMR, we explore the convex hull theory to modify the
representatives identified for each cluster. E_ICFSMR improves
the generality and effectiveness of ICFSMR by exploring one-time
cluster adjustment strategy after integration of each data chunk.
We evaluate the proposed methods with extensive experiments on
four benchmark data sets, as well as the air quality and traffic
monitoring time series, with comparisons to CFS and other three
state-of-the-art incremental clustering methods. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed methods outperform the
compared methods in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
Index Terms— Clustering by fast search (CFS), clusters adjustment, incremental clustering, large data, multiple representatives,
objects assignment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the widespread applications of the Cyber-physicalsocial systems and Internet of Things [1], [2], large
data have been collected easily from various sensor nodes,
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social network platforms, and e-commercial websites [3], [4].
For example, the Forbes estimated in 2015 that there would
be more than 25 billion devices, sensors, and chips handling
upward of 50 trillion gigabytes of data within the next five
years [5]. Another example is Facebook, one of the most
famous social media platforms, on which 30 billion pieces
of content are shared every month [6]. In addition, according
to Walmart’s report, it handles more than 1 million customer
transactions every hour [7]. However, only having large data is
inadequate, more attention should be paid to mine the valuable
information embedded in the data, such as patterns, rules, and
insights [8].
Clustering, which aims to find groups of patterns in a data
set, called clusters, has been widely used for discovering hidden information in data [9]. Numerous clustering algorithms
have been proposed in the past decades and demonstrated to
be effective for data analysis. Unfortunately, most of them
are specially designed to handle the static data [10]. While
when dealing with large and unbalanced data in practice, there
could be two additional challenges for clustering techniques:
1) one challenge is the required memory since the data could
be too large to be loaded in memory and 2) the other is
the increasingly dynamic nature of real-world data such as
blogs, online news, web pages, and time series data (e.g.,
transaction records). For clustering such data, existing clustering methods assuming the static data will have to search
for global optimal solutions using the whole data sets again
when new arriving objects are available, and thus introduce a
large computational overhead. To address the above-mentioned
challenges, for large dynamic data, novel incremental clustering methods are highly desired to rapidly partition continuously arriving objects and effectively update cluster
patterns.
In the literature, researchers proposed many incremental clustering methods to satisfy such requirements,
including K-centroids-based incremental clustering [11]–[13],
hierarchical-based incremental clustering [14]–[16], densitybased incremental clustering [17]–[19], incremental affinity
propagation (IAP) clustering [22], incremental fast search and
find of density peaks [clustering by fast search (CFS)]-based
clustering [30], [32], and soft and fuzzy-based incremental
clustering [23]–[28] methods. Though promising results have
been reported, these approaches require to predefine the number of clusters or adjust the parameters in dynamic processes,
which is challenging and time-consuming. In addition, some
methods are unfavorable when dealing with nonspherical and
unbalanced data.
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In this paper, we also extend the recently proposed CFS
method to process the large dynamic data. CFS, proposed
in [29], has its basis only in the distances between data points,
and it is able to detect nonspherical and unbalanced clusters
and automatically find the correct number of clusters. Several
experiments have shown its consistent superiority over previous algorithms for the static data clustering. Inspired by these
observations, we propose designing an incremental variant of
CFS with multiple representatives (ICFSMR) for clustering
large dynamic data. In ICFSMR, a maximum min-distance
mechanism is employed to identify multiple representatives for
each existing cluster; therefore, the geometry of clusters can
be described to further help integrate new arrivals into current
cluster patterns by calculating their distances to the representatives. After that, the representatives are modified based on the
convex hull theory to detect patterns with arbitrary shapes. The
proposed ICFSMR can address the problem of new objects
partitioning for the dynamic data; however, the cluster structures cannot be adjusted adaptively in ICFSMR. To further
improve the generality and effectiveness of the ICFSMR,
we propose the enhanced ICFSMR, E_ICFSMR. E_ICFSMR
explores the one-time cluster adjustment strategy to split
clusters with multiple dominant patterns and merge clusters
with the same dominant pattern after the integration of each
data chunk. To summarize, we have made the following
contributions in this paper.
1) Two challenges in extending CFS clustering to incremental variants are discussed, and two ICFS clustering
algorithms, ICFSMR and E_ICFSMR, are proposed correspondingly.
2) To integrate new arrivals into existing clustering patterns
efficiently, multiple representatives are identified and
updated in the proposed ICFSMR to capture geometrical
properties of clusters.
3) To adjust clustering patterns dynamically, one-time cluster adjustment strategy is employed in E_ICFSMR to
improve the generality and effectiveness of ICFS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews related work on incremental clustering, and then gives a brief description of CFS clustering.
Section III presents the details of the proposed ICFS algorithms, ICFSMR, and E_ICFSMR. The experiments on several
data sets are conducted and the results are discussed in
Section IV. Section V gives concluding remarks.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we provide the preliminaries for the rest
of this paper, including incremental clustering and CFS
clustering.
A. Incremental Clustering
Many efforts have been devoted to addressing the incremental clustering problem for the dynamic data. In this section,
we provide a brief review and point out the research gaps that
our study aims to address.
One representative approach of incremental clustering is
K-centroids-based algorithms [11]–[13]. In general, they first
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employ traditional K-centroids methods to identify the centers
and clusters of existing data, and then process the data
chunk by chunk to obtain the final results. Simplicity is their
main advantage; however, they generally need to predefine
the number of clustering patterns, and thus are not suitable
for unbalanced, nonspherical data. Hierarchical incremental
clustering methods proposed in [14]–[16] are able to deal
with nonspherical data and they are not sensitive to the
initialization, however, they usually maintain a structure of
hierarchy. When a new object is placed in the hierarchy,
a sequence of related hierarchies is restructured in regions
affected by the new object, which can be computationally
expensive.
Another representative approach of incremental clustering,
referred as density-based incremental clustering, can overcome
the difficulties of detecting arbitrary shaped clusters and handling noise [17]–[19]. Though they can partition new arriving
data objects in an incremental manner, the updating process
needs to search for the whole data set, resulting in huge time
consumption. In addition, the methods have the shortcoming
that finding appropriate input parameters is difficult. AP clustering [20], realized by passing messages on bipartite, has also
been extended to the dynamic environment [21], [22], such as
IAP clustering based on K-medoids (IAPKM) and IAP based
on Nearest Neighbor Assignment (IAPNA). However, there
are limitations of these methods, e.g., IAPKM cannot adjust
the number of clusters according to the new arriving objects
and IAPNA requires high memory usage.
Zhang et al. [30] extended the clustering method CFS
proposed in Science in 2014 to process the large dynamic
data and proposed the ICFS clustering based on k-mediods
(ICFSKM) method. Though promising results have been
reported, it becomes unfavorable when dealing with nonspherical and unbalanced data. For processing the dynamic data,
many methods employ soft or fuzzy clustering [23]–[28] to
handle data objects that may not be well separated, including
the online nonnegative matrix factorization [23], the singlepass FCM [24], the online FCM [25], the kernel FCM [26],
and the incremental FCM with multiple medoids [incremental multiple medoids-based fuzzy clustering (IMMFC)] [28].
However, all such methods require to predefine the number of
clusters, making them unfavorable for large dynamic data.
B. CFS Clustering
N
Given the data set S = {x i }i=1
and the corresponding
index set I S = {1, 2, . . . , N}, CFS clustering defines two
quantities for each object x i , namely, its local density ρi
and the minimum distance δi from other objects with higher
density, in the following equation:

2
ρi =
e−(dist(i, j )/dc ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ N
(1)
j ∈I S \{i}

δi = min dist(i, j ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N.
j :ρ j >ρi

(2)

Herein, dist(i, j ) denotes the distance, Euclidean distance
is employed in this paper, between x i and x j , and dc is
a cutoff distance, which is ranked from 1% to 2% of the
distances between objects in ascending order. For the object
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Fig. 1. Cluster center selection by decision graph. The first three points with
big γ value are the selected cluster centers.

x h with the highest density, its distance δh is defined as
δh = max j ∈I S \{h} (δ j ).
Note that the objects with high local density ρi and much
larger distance δi than the neighbors will be select as cluster
centers. CFS clustering defines clustering centers as the objects
with a big value of γ that is calculated in the following
equation:
γi = ρi × δi .

(3)

After finding the cluster centers, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the rest
of the objects are assigned to the corresponding clusters that
contain their nearest neighbors with higher density.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODS
Similar to traditional CFS clustering, it is desirable that
an ICFS should be able to detect nonspherical and unbalanced clusters, and can automatically adjust the number of
clusters correctly. In addition, an ICFS should assign new
arriving objects to existing clusters and adjust the clustering patterns dynamically. In this paper, we first propose a
new multiple representatives-based ICFS clustering approach
to rapidly partition new arrivals into current clusters. Furthermore, an enhanced method, employing one-time cluster
adjustment strategy, is designed to split clusters (with multiple
dominant clustering patterns) and merge clusters (with the
same pattern) adaptively. We now elaborate the two proposed
ICFS algorithms in Sections III-A–III-C.
A. Incremental CFS Clustering With Multiple Representatives
In this section, we present an ICFS clustering algorithm,
ICFSMR, in which multiple representatives are identified in
each cluster to guide the assignment of new arrivals. Due
to the simplicity of K-centroids-based clustering, which just
calculates the distances between data points and the cluster
centroids (representatives), many dynamic clustering variants
of it have been proposed [11]–[13], [22], [30]. In this paper,
we also design an incremental clustering algorithm based on
K-centroids clustering.
The rationality of integrating CFS with K-centroids methods
for incremental clustering is that the CFS clustering is good
at finding initial cluster centroids, and the K-centroids methods are good at updating the clustering results according to
the selected centroids dynamically. However, the K-centroids
methods are unsuitable for nonspherical and unbalanced data.

Thus, we identify multiple representatives in each cluster to
detect arbitrary shapes of clusters for ICFS clustering.
ICFSMR consists of three major steps: 1) traditional CFS
clustering is approached on the initial set of objects: 2) multiple representatives are located in each cluster to assign the new
arriving objects: and 3) the representatives are modified for
current clustering results. The details are introduced as follows.
Given the data set St −1 at time stamp (t − 1), the clustering
results are denoted as Rt −1 = {r1t −1 , r2t −1 , . . . , rkt −1 } which
t
contains k clusters. When a new data set X t = {x it }ni=1
is
arrived at time stamp t, the local density ρ and the minimum
distance δ for all new arrivals should be calculated. Usually,
the local density ρi for each x it is initially set to be 0, and the
corresponding minimum distance δi can be defined as

 
(4)
δi = min dist x it , r tj −1 , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Herein, dist(x it , r tj −1 ) indicates the distance between the object
x it and the cluster r tj −1 . Each object will be partitioned
into the cluster with the minimum distance to it. Since
one centroid usually is not able to sufficiently describe the
structure of a cluster [28], to detect nonspherical clusters in
ICFS, we propose identifying multiple representatives for each
cluster to assign new data objects, as described in the following
steps.
For each cluster r tj −1 , given the center ctj−1 of the cluster
nj
r tj −1 = {ylt −1}l=1
, the first representative is calculated as
  t −1 t −1 
, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n j }.
, cj
RSettj−1
1 = arg max dist yl
ylt−1

(5)
Nr
{RSet tj−1
o }o=2

are selected one
After that, other representatives
by one according to the following equation:



RSet tj−1
min dist ylt −1, q , q ∈ RSet tj−1
o = arg max
t−1
ylt−1 ∈RSet
/
j

 t−1 



subject to max min dist ylt −1 , q > e−s_dis r j .
(6)

in which RSet tj−1 means the set of identified representatives, which will be updated when a new representative is
added. Regarding the constraint of max(min dist(ylt −1, q)) >
−s_dis(r t−1 )

j
, it is the stop condition for the selection of
e
representatives. Here, s_dis(r tj −1 ) is the structure distance of

j

j

clusters, which is defined in (7), where μ f and σ f are the
mean value and standard deviation of attribute f in cluster j ,
respectively. A small structure distance represents that the
cluster is compact, and less representatives will be selected to
describe the cluster. Otherwise, more representatives will be
selected. One advantage of the such selected representatives
is that they are distributed evenly in the data space, and thus
can address the potential local optimum issue



2
m
m
 t 
  j j    j 
s_dis r j = 
σ f /μ f ∗
μf
m.
(7)
f =1

f =1
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correspondingly. Assuming that the nearest representative to
x it is r s ∈ RSet tj−1 , we propose two strategies to update the
representatives.
1) When the distance between x it and r s, dist(x it , r s),
t−1

Fig. 2. (a)–(f) Illustrative example: selection of representatives for each
cluster after the initial clustering by CFS.

is greater than e−s_dis(r j ) , x it is selected as a new
representative.
2) Otherwise, the maximum value of the minimum distances between p ∈ {x it , r s} and q ∈ RSet tj−1 \{r s} is
calculated based on (6). If x it yields the maximum value,
x it will replace r s as the new representative.
Algorithm 1 presents ICFSMR in detail. Traditional CFS
clustering is applied on the first batch of objects St −1 , and
the clustering result Rt −1 is obtained. After that, the set of
representative objects RSet tj−1 for each cluster is generated.
t
are arriving, each x it is
When a new set of objects X t = {x it }ni=1
assigned to the cluster that contains the nearest representative
object to it and the corresponding set of representatives is
updated. The available objects St −1 , clustering result Rt −1 ,
and representatives set RSett −1 are renewed to St = St −1 ∪ X t ,
Rt , and RSett , respectively.
Algorithm 1 ICFSMR

Fig. 3. Illustrative example of assigning a new arrival based on (a) one
representative and (b) multiple representatives.

Moreover, to mitigate the effects of abnormal representatives, they are shrunk toward the cluster center by the factor
α ∈ [0, 1] as in [31]

N
N
N 
RSet tj−1 1 r = RSet tj−1 1 r + α ∗ ctj−1 − RSet tj−1 1 r .
(8)
Fig. 2 shows an illustrative example of the selection of
representatives for each cluster, where the data comes from
the Smile data set introduced in Section IV. As observed
in Fig. 2(a), the point (denoted as the square node) that is
farthest from the cluster center, which is represented by the triangle node, is identified as the first representative in cluster 1.
After that, the remaining representatives are selected based
on (6), as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)–(e), respectively. Because
the maximum min-distance criterion is used for representative
selection, all clusters can be described as convex hulls, which
can describe cluster structures and can represent arbitrary
shapes of clusters [see Fig. 2(f)].
Suppose all clustering patterns are obtained, for a new
arrival, it will be assigned to the cluster that has the nearest
representative to it. For example, the point N p is partitioned
into cluster 3 with multiple representatives [see Fig. 3(b)],
while it would be wrongly assigned to cluster 1 if we only
use the cluster center as the representative [see Fig. 3(a)].
When a new arrival x it is integrated into the cluster r tj −1 , its
structure is changed and the representatives should be updated

Input: St −1 , Rt −1 , RSet t −1 , X t .
Output: St , Rt , RSet t .
1: for each new object x it in X t , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n t } do
t −1
2: Assign x it to the cluster r j
that contains the nearest
shrunk representative to it based on (4);
t −1
3: Update the cluster r j
= r tj −1 ∪ x it and the representatives set RSet tj−1 according to the proposed strategies;
4: end for
5: St = St −1 ∪ X t , Rt = Rt −1 , RSet t = RSet t −1 ;
ICFSMR can modify the clustering result quickly and find
arbitrary shapes of clusters, which makes it efficient and
flexible enough to be applied in a dynamic environment.
However, there is also a disadvantage of ICFSMR that the
number of clusters cannot be adjusted according to the new
arriving objects. In Section III-B, we will present an enhanced
ICFSMR algorithm to adjust the cluster patterns automatically.
B. Enhanced ICFSMR to Adjust Cluster Patterns
Dynamically
Usually, the initial batch of data contains certain parts of
the clusters, which could significantly affect the results for
ICFS clustering. As an example shown in Fig. 4, the data
set Smile consists of three clusters [see Fig. 4(a)], but only
two clusters A and B are generated in the initialization as
shown in Fig. 4(b). B contains objects from cluster 3, while
A contains objects from both cluster 3 and cluster 1. When
a new object arrives, ICFSMR partitions it to the cluster that
has the nearest representative to it, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c).
Since no cluster describes the structure of cluster 2 in the
initialization, its objects o, m, and n are wrongly assigned to
cluster B. In the final results shown in Fig. 4(d), the objects
in cluster 3 are divided into two parts, integrated by cluster 1
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k
result is purity(k) =
i=1 max j (n i j )/n, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}.
Suppose the hybrid cluster r is split into t parts, the purity is
rt
purity(k + t − 1) = ( r−1
r p =r1 max j (n r p j ) +
i=1 max j (n i j ) +
k
i=r+1 max j (n i j ))/n. Generally, the cluster that is split contains various patterns of classes, thus

nr j =
⇒

rt

r p =r1
rt


nr p j
max(n r p j ) > max(n r j )

r p =r1

⎛

⇒ ⎝

rt


r p =r1

j

j

⎞
max(n r p j ) − max(n r j )⎠
j

j

n>0

⇒ purity(k + t − 1) − purity(k) > 0.

Fig. 4.
Illustrative example of the evolution of clustering patterns by
employing the proposed ICFSMR. (a) Original data set. (b) Initialization.
(c) Assignment of new objects. (d) Final clustering results.

and cluster 2, respectively. Therefore, adjusting the structures
of clustering patterns adaptively is important for incremental
clustering.
In E_ICFSMR, an enhanced cluster adjustment strategy is
developed. It employs one-time cluster splitting and merging
to update the clusters that consist of more than one dominant
patterns of classes after integration of each data chunk. Given
the clustering results Rt = {r1t , r2t , . . . , rkt } at time stamp t,
nj
are presented
the splitting procedures for a cluster r tj = {ylt }l=1
as follows. First, the cutoff distance dc for r tj is calculated,
thus the local density ρl and the corresponding δl and γl
nj
nj
for all objects {ylt }l=1
can be obtained. By sorting {γl }l=1
in
nj
ascending order {γal }l=1 , in which al stands for the subscript
of γl , the centers of new clusters can be identified according
to the following equations:
u al =
u al =

l
p=1 γa p

+ (n j − l)γal
l

.

(9)


l+1
l∗
u al+1
q=1 γaq + (n j − (l + 1))γal+1
=
 .
 l
u al
(l + 1) ∗
p=1 γa p + (n j − l)γal

(10)

Herein, u al is the jumping degree between point yat l and
yat l+1 . By reversing the series of jumping degrees U =<
u a1 , u a2 , . . . , u an j −1 >, the first u al , l ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n j − 1},
that meets u al > u al−1 is defined as the borderline. Then,
the objects {yat l+1 , . . . , yat n } are selected as the candidate
j
cluster centers. When more than one candidate centers are
identified, the remaining objects are assigned as that in the
traditional CFS clustering, to split cluster r tj , otherwise no
splitting occurs.
Property 1: When a hybrid cluster with multiple dominant
class patterns is split, the purity of the clustering result is
improved.
Proof: As described in Section IV, when a data set with
c classes is clustered into k clusters, the purity of the clustering

(11)

If there are new clusters generated, we need to implement the cluster merging process. The connected graph is
constructed to find connected components among clusters,
where the clusters belonging to the same component should be
merged together. For the construction of the connected graph,
we first calculate the structure distance for clusters using (7).
Then, the minimum distance between two clusters rut and rvt
is defined as


m_dis rut , rvt = min dist( p, q), p ∈ RSet tu , q ∈ RSet tv .
(12)
If m_dis(rut , rvt ) is smaller than s_dis(rut ) and s_dis(rvt )
simultaneously, an edge between them is added. After all such
edges between clusters are added, we can get the connected
graph with multiple components. The final clustering result
Rt = {r1t , r2t , . . . , rkt } is thus obtained by merging the clusters
with the same component.
Property 2: When two or more clusters with the same dominant class pattern are merged, the accuracy of the clustering
result is improved.
Proof: In the phrase of clustering splitting, a cluster
with multiple patterns of classes is divided into clusters,
in which one cluster only has one dominant pattern. Suppose
the current clustering result consists of k clusters corresponding to c classes, then its accuracy is accuracy(k) =
c
p=1 map( p, δ j (ai ))/n (see Section IV). When merging one
of the remaining clusters with the pth mapped cluster for
accuracy calculation, we have the new value as
map( p, δ j (ai ))
= map( p, max(n i j + n i j )) > map( p, max(n i j ))
⇒ accuracy(k − 1) > accuracy(k)

(13)

where n i j denotes the number of points that are merged to
the pth mapped cluster with class j .
According to Properties 1 and 2, if clusters that contain
multiple patterns are split and clusters that contain the same
dominant pattern of clustering are merged, the performance of
clustering can be improved.
Fig. 5 illustrates that, when employing E_ICFSMR on the
clustering results from ICFSMR, the two clusters A and B
shown in Fig. 4(d) are split into two parts, respectively, and
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TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY C OMPARISONS FOR CFS [29], ICFSMR, AND E_ICFSMR

Fig. 5. Illustration of E_ICFSMR for adjusting the patterns of clustering
results achieved by ICFSMR. (a) and (b) One-time cluster splitting and
merging.

the newly generated clusters are merged favorably to form the
final clustering patterns.
Algorithm 2 E_ICFSMR
Input: St −1 , Rt −1 , RSet t −1 , X t , n new .
Output: St , Rt , RSet t , n new .
1: Algorithm 1 is employed to partition x it in X t to Rt −1 and
the clustering result Rt −1 and RSet t −1 are adjusted to Rt
and RSet t , respectively;
2: St = St −1 ∪ X t , n new = n new + n t ;
3: if any cluster contains more than one dominant patterns of
classes then
4: The clusters containing multiple patterns of clustering in
Rt are split to generate Rt  based on (9) and (10), and

the corresponding RSett is created;
5: The clusters with same dominant pattern of clustering in
Rt are merged to generate Rt  based on (7) and (12), and

RSett is updated;
6: n new = 0;
7: end if

8: Rt = Rt , RSet t = RSet t ;
The details of the proposed E_ICFSMR are presented in
Algorithm 2. The ICFSMR algorithm is exploited to assign
the new coming data set X t into the previous clustering
result Rt −1 , and the corresponding set of representatives for
each cluster is updated. If any cluster contains more than
one dominant patterns, the one-time cluster splitting and
merging is conducted on the current clustering result, and new
representatives are reselected accordingly.
C. Complexity Analysis
In ICFSMR, for a new object x it in X t , we need to calculate
its distances to all the representatives in Rt −1 , thus the time
complexity for new objects assignment is O(kn t Nr ). Here
k denotes the number of clusters, n t denotes the number of
data objects in X t , and Nr is the number of representatives
in each cluster. Regarding representatives updating, the maximum min-distance for each x it and its nearest representative to
other representatives in the cluster is calculated, which yields a
time complexity of O(Nr ). Therefore, the time complexity of
ICFSMR is O(kn t Nr ). When cluster splitting is implemented
in E_ICFSMR, the distance matrix dist(r ) and the structure

distance for each cluster are used to reassign the objects and
regenerate the representatives. Therefore, the time complexity
for cluster splitting is close to O(knr2 )+O(k  nr  ). Herein, n r is
the number of data objects in each cluster, k  is the number of
clusters after splitting and r  ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k  }. After the cluster
splitting, the minimum distances between two clusters are
calculated to merge clusters with the same dominate pattern of
clustering, which has a complexity of O((k  Nr  )2 ). Nr  and k 
are usually much less than nr . Therefore, the time complexity
of E_ICFSMR is O(kn t Nr + kn r2 + k  nr  + (k  Nr  )2 ) ≈
O(kn t Nr + knr2 ). Since the traditional CFS method is implemented on the whole data set, its complexity is O(Nt2 ), which
is much higher than that of our proposed methods. Table I
provides the complexity comparisons.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND A NALYSIS
This section evaluates the performances of the proposed
ICFSMR and E_ICFSMR on four popular data sets, as well
as the air quality and traffic monitoring time series. The
goal of this paper is to propose the ICFS clustering, which
can achieve comparable clustering performances as CFS yet
can efficiently assign new arriving objects and adjust the
cluster structures dynamically. Therefore, the traditional CFS
is also implemented to provide the benchmark clustering
performance. Furthermore, we compare the proposed methods
with three representative incremental clustering methods in
the literature, IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM, as these three
methods were reported to be more effective and efficient than
other methods [22], [28], [30].
Our experiments are conducted on a PC with 2.20-GHz
Intel Core i5-5200U CPU and 4.00-GB memory. The evaluation criteria and experimental results are discussed in
subsections IV-A–IV-D.
A. Evaluation Criteria
Three popular evaluation criteria, including purity [8], normalized mutual information (NMI) [28], and accuracy [22],
are studied to evaluate the effectiveness of different algorithms,
meanwhile the computational time is employed to evaluate the
efficiency of different algorithms. If we refer to class as the
ground truth and cluster as the results of clustering algorithms,
the purity is defined as
purity =

k

max j (n i j )
i=1

n

(14)

where n i j indicates the number of common points in class
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c} and cluster i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and n stands for
the size of the data set.
NMI is an information theoretic measure, which evaluates
the effectiveness of clustering algorithms by calculating the
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TABLE II

TABLE III

B RIEF D ESCRIPTION OF THE T ESTED D ATA S ETS

E XPERIMENTAL D ETAILS ON THE T ESTED D ATA S ETS

mutual information between the clustering results and real
cluster labels
 nni j 
c
k
j =1
i=1 n i j log n j n i
NMI = 
 n j  k
 ni  (15)
c
n
log
n
log
j
i
j =1
i=1
n
n

TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF P URITY ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

in which n i and n j are the numbers of objects in i th cluster
and j th class, respectively.
Accuracy is a more direct measure to reflect the effectiveness of clustering results, which is calculated as follows:
δ j (ai ) = max(n i j ),
c

map( p, δ j (ai ))
.
accuracy =
n

(16)
(17)

p=1

Herein, δ j (ai ) is the maximum number of common objects in
cluster i corresponding to different class j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c},
and map( p, δ j (ai ) indicates the pth largest value for all
δ j (ai ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} with no duplication of corresponding
classes label j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}.
Higher values of the above-mentioned three criteria imply
that better clustering results are achieved by algorithms.

TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF NMI ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

B. Results on Standard Data sets
In this section, four standard data sets are used to evaluate
ICFS clustering algorithms. Table II gives the brief description
of the data sets. Smile is a synthetic data set, whose characteristics are given in Section III. Iris, Wine, and Yeast are
benchmark data sets for clustering algorithms in the UC Irvine
Machine Learning Repository [22].
Each data set is randomly divided into five chunks with
certain specified sizes. The first chunk is utilized for initialization, and then a certain number of objects (considered as
new arrivals) are added four times. More details are presented
in Table III. For example, the traditional CFS is implemented
on the initial batch of objects (66 2-D points) in Smile,
and the left points are added 4 times (50 points each time).
When new objects arrive, ICFSMR is employed to update
the clustering results. When any cluster contains more than
one dominant patterns of classes after integration of each
data chunk, E_ICFSMR is employed to adjust the structure
of clusters adaptively.
In the first experiment, the proposed methods are compared
with the traditional CFS clustering, which is implemented on
the entire available objects to provide the benchmark clustering performance. Every experiment is repeated 20 times by
randomly selecting the objects, and mean values of measures
are calculated. Regarding the parameters, dc is ranked at 2%

of the distances between objects in ascending order [29],
and α is empirically set to be 0.5. The results are given
in Tables IV–VII, in terms of the purity, NMI, accuracy, and
computational time, respectively.
From Tables IV–VI, we can see that the three methods
achieve the same clustering results on the first batch of objects,
because the traditional CFS is implemented on the initial data.
It can be observed from Table IV that ICFSMR achieves
consistent lower purity than that of CFS on data sets Iris
and Yeast. Similar observations are noted for the NMI and
accuracy measures in Tables V and VI. Such observations
imply that the initial clustering may only identify the part
of the cluster patterns. As presented in Fig. 4(c), ICFSMR
cannot always correctly recognize all the cluster patterns of
Iris (only 4 out of 20 times identify all 3 cluster patterns)
and Yeast (only 2 out of 20 times identify all 10 cluster
patterns) based on their initial set of objects. When objects
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TABLE VI

TABLE VIII

C OMPARISON OF A CCURACY ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

P URITY C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN IAPNA [22], IMMFC [28],
ICFSKM [30], AND E_ICFSMR ON THE
S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

TABLE VII
C OMPARISON OF C OMPUTATIONAL T IME ( IN S ECOND )
ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

representing new patterns of clustering arrive, they are wrongly
assigned to the current patterns, which will affect the clustering
performance. However, the proposed E_ICFSMR can achieve
higher purity, NMI, and accuracy than CFS on these data sets
when the one-time splitting-merging for clusters is performed
after integration of each data chunk. For data sets Smile
and Wine, ICFSMR achieves better or comparable clustering
results when compared with CFS, which indicates that multiple
representatives can effectively extend the structure of clusters
if all cluster patterns are captured favorably in initialization.
The efficiency results of the methods are reported
in Table VII. As noted from Table VII, the computational
time of CFS increases dramatically on all data sets. This is
because the CFS method is conducted on all available data
objects at the corresponding time step. The proposed ICFSMR
spends the least time to cluster new objects for all data chunks,
and E_ICFSMR requires slightly more time than ICFSMR to
adjust the cluster structures dynamically.
In summary, the proposed ICFS methods can achieve better,
or at least comparable, clustering performance than that of the
traditional CFS clustering. More significantly, the computational time of CFS is reduced dramatically, making it suitable
for clustering large data in the dynamic environment.
In the second experiment, we compare the performance of
E_ICFSMR with IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM in terms of

purity, NMI, and computational time on the standard data
sets. It is worth mentioning that, E_ICFSMR, IAPNA, and
ICFSKM can automatically determine the number of clusters k, while IMMFC requires such information and IMMFC’s
accuracy is sensitive to the number of clusters k. We therefore
do not report the accuracy results as the comparison is not
fair. The IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM are reimplemented
based on the data chunks described in Table III, and all
other settings are same as previous experiments. About the
parameters of the compared methods, they are similar to those
in [22], [28], and [30]. Specifically, for IAPNA, same as
in [22], the preference coefficient pc is set to be 0.015 for
all data sets, and the preference p is calculated according to
the guideline. For IMMFC, same as in [28], the parameter ε
is set to be 10−5 , 10−5 , 10−5 , and 10−2 on Smile, Iris, Wine,
and Yeast data sets, respectively. The number of medoids t for
each cluster is set to be 2, and the parameter Tu is set to be
0.1. The results are given in Tables VIII–X.
Tables VIII and IX show that the proposed E_ICFSMR
performs better in terms of purity and NMI than other three
methods on third, fourth, and fifth chunks of Yeast, first, second, fourth, and fifth chunks of Wine, fourth and fifth chunks
of Iris, and all chunks of Smile, respectively. Regarding other
data chucks, E_ICFSMR has lower while still comparable
performance with the best ones. This is because the initial
CFS cannot identify all the cluster patterns, E_ICFSMR has
to adjust the clustering results with the new objects added
continuously. Thus, it can achieve the best results for the final
clustering on all data sets. Since IAPNA and ICFSKM cannot
exactly find the clusters with small size in Yeast, which is also
called unbalanced data, they yield much lower purity and NMI
values than other two methods in most cases, while they are
comparable with other two methods on Smile, Iris, and Wine.
Sometimes, IMMFC produces the highest purity and NMI
values; however, it is worth mentioning that its computational
time is the highest on all data sets, as given in Table X. From
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TABLE IX
NMI C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN IAPNA [22], IMMFC [28],
ICFSKM [30], AND E_ICFSMR ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS

TABLE X
C OMPUTATIONAL T IME ( IN S ECOND ) C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN
IAPNA [22], IMMFC [28], ICFSKM [30], AND E_ICFSMR
ON THE S TANDARD D ATA S ETS
Fig. 6.
Experimental results on air quality monitoring time series with
different number of data points. (a) Purity results (solid line) and NMI results
(dotted line). (b) Computational time comparison for the methods.

Table X, it can also be observed that the computational times
of IAPNA and ICFSKM increase steadily with the data added
chunk by chunk, while that of E_ICFSMR changes slightly.
Most importantly, the proposed E_ICFSMR requires much less
time than IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM in most cases. Such
results indicate that E_ICFSMR can achieve higher efficiency
than IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM in terms of computational
time.
C. Results on Monitoring Time Series
In this section, E_ICFSMR, IAPNA IMMFC, and ICFSKM
are tested to discover patterns in air quality and traffic
monitoring time series AQMTS and traffic monitoring time
series (TMTS). AQMTS [33] is collected every hour from
437 air quality stations covering 43 cities in China over a
period of one year (from May 1, 2014 to April 30, 2015).
In total, there are 2 891 393 air quality records with six

indicators, including PM2.5, PM10, NO2 , SO2 , O3 , and CO.
We test the methods E_ICFSMR, IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM on AQMTS to cluster the data objects based on PM2.5.
After deleting the incomplete records in the preprocessing,
the first 500 objects are used as the initial batch of data, and
other remaining objects are added group by group (500 points
in each group) according to their acquisition time. Since
the accuracy of clustering is sensitive to the cluster number,
we study the performance of the methods in terms of purity,
NMI, and computational time. All other settings are similar to
previous experiments and the experimental results are shown
in Fig. 6.
It is noteworthy that the proposed E_ICFSMR is superior
to other three methods in terms of computational time, meanwhile it yields better or comparable purity and NMI on this
large data set.
TMTS consists of 254 video sequences collected from
a single stationary traffic camera interstate I-5 in Seattle
within two days [34]. Each video is recorded in 5 s with a
resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. In this paper, each sequence
is converted to grayscale, clipped to 48 × 48 pixels over the
area with the most total motion and normalized to [0, 1]
pixel values. Fig. 7 shows four typical sequences for low-,
medium-, and high-traffic patterns. Similar to the previous
experiment on AQMTS, the first 54 videos are selected as
the initial objects, and the remaining videos are added one by
one. For IMMFC, we set the number of clusters k to be 3 to
include different traffic patterns, and all other parameters are
set similar to previous experiments. After the 254th video is
assigned, the final clustering results are obtained in Table XI.
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become larger. So the clusters with the same dominant pattern
cannot be merged. Both will affect the purity and accuracy of
clustering results. By selecting a suitable α, E_ICFSMR can
mitigate the effects of abnormal representatives and capture
the geometry of clusters robustly. Moreover, the corresponding
computational times {0.288, 0.271, 0.282, 0.287, 0.267} are
slightly different for different values of α. Therefore, we set
α = 0.5 to achieve promising and stable results in the proposed
methods.
Fig. 7. Four typical video sequences corresponding to low-, medium-, and
high-traffic patterns.
TABLE XI
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS ON T RAFFIC M ONITORING T IME S ERIES

Fig. 8. Parameter influence of α on E_ICFSMR in terms of purity, NMI,
and accuracy, respectively.

It can be observed from Table XI that the proposed
E_ICFSMR yields higher purity, NMI, and comparable accuracy compared to IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM on the video
data set. Moreover, it outperforms other three methods in terms
of the computational time.
The above-mentioned results indicate that the proposed
method is promising for clustering large time series data.
D. Parameter Sensitivity Tests
In this section, we investigate the influence of the parameter
α on the performance of the proposed method. Specifically,
α is sampled from {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. As an example,
we test on the Smile data set and investigate the performances
in terms of purity, NMI, accuracy, and computational time.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that, with
α increasing from 0 to 1, the average values of purity and
accuracy increase first and then decrease, while the NMI
performance is relatively stable. This is because when α → 0,
no shrink happens for all the representatives toward the cluster
center. Thus, the clusters (or objects) with different dominant
patterns may be merged due to the effect of abnormal representatives. When α → 1, all the representatives are shrunk to
the cluster center, meanwhile the distances between clusters

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on incremental clustering for large
dynamic data by improving the traditional CFS. We first point
out the difficulties in designing new ICFS clustering methods. We then propose two novel incremental clustering algorithms, referred to as ICFSMR and E_ICFSMR. The proposed
ICFSMR is inspired by combing CFS with the K-centroidsbased clustering, since CFS clustering is good at finding
initial cluster centroids while the K-centroids-based method
is good at modifying the clustering structure according to new
arriving objects. However, one concern is that K-centroidsbased methods, usually with one representative for one cluster,
are generally unsuitable for nonspherical and unbalanced data.
Therefore, to dynamically describe the clustering patterns,
multiple representatives are identified to capture the physical
shape and geometry of the clusters automatically. To further
tackle the problem that the number of clusters cannot be
automatically adjusted according to new arriving objects in
ICFSMR and E_ICFSMR is proposed. It employs the one-time
cluster splitting and merging strategy to adapt clustering
patterns periodically.
Experiment results on several standard data sets and
real-word time series demonstrate that the proposed methods
outperform the non-ICFS in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Moreover, the proposed E_ICFSMR achieves not only
higher or comparable clustering results, but also requires less
computational time when compared with several state-of-theart incremental algorithms, IAPNA, IMMFC, and ICFSKM.
Such results indicate that the proposed methods are promising
for clustering large data.
Our future research will focus on further improvements
of the ICFS clustering, such as extending the methods to
heterogeneous data clustering and incomplete data clustering.
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